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this research was conducted within a research studio of the 

technical university of eindhoven (tu/e) named “cultural 

heritage and sustainability, world heritage cities as case 

study”. as an exchange student partaking in this research 

program for a period of one year, i represent the university 

of pretoria in south africa where i am currently completing a 

master of science degree at the department of architecture.

the “seventeenth century canal district within the 

singelgracht”, as a recently listed world heritage property, 

was taken as case study by our research sub-group consisting 

of myself and my dutch colleague, kevin claus.

the research presented in this report is individual work 

which follows on a preceding research phase completed 

by the research sub-group. the preceding research focused 

on mapping and anlysing the changing condition of the 

amsterdam canal district’s architectural attributes, this 

research follows by focusing on the future management of 

these architectural attributes by investigation their protection 

within current policy.

on a local level, the research is part of a partnership between 

the tu/e and amsterdam’s local authorities where i was 

offered a three month internship that allowed collaboration 

with the central Borough of amsterdam, the amsterdam 

Bureau of monuments and the amsterdam world heritage 

Bureau. 

on a broader level, the research is part of a series of case 

studies that contribute to a broader research program named: 

PREFACE        

“outstanding universal value, world heritage cities and 

sustainability”, led by the eindhoven university of technology 

and the unesco world heritage centre.
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loes veldpaus and Bernard colenbrander for welcoming me 
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colleague, expert travel guide and good friend during my time 

in the netherlands, 3) nicholas clarke and karel Bakker 

from my home university for supporting and facilitating the 

exchange program, 4) the stichting studiefonds and the Zuid-

afrikahuis for the much needed financial assistance, and 5) 

my parents for their constant (and in this case long-distance) 
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figure 1. the typical urban ensemble of the amsterdam canal district
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Book 3: Policy analysis

this research investigates the applicaton of cultural heritage 

management practices within the amsterdam canal district 

as world heritage property. with specific attributes that 

convey the outstanding universal value (ouv) of the property 

as search criteria, the research uncovers how the balance 

between development and conservation is controlled by 

current policy.

selected architectural attributes, such as facades and roof 

structures, were identified and related to amsterdam’s 

management system by 1) clarifying the complex  management 

framework that form the background to development and 

conservation decisions, and 2) using this framework to 

identify specific policies and management measures that 

apply to the selected attributes.

the research uncovered a complex series of interrelated 

management measures e.g. the review process related to 

building permit applications, the guidlines provided by spatial/

aesthetic/monument policies, the role of expert opinions and 

case specific negotiations, the classification of buildings into 

various conservation categories and development restrictions 

based on the protection of historic value.

an analysis of these management measures uncovers the 

relationship between management practices and cultural 

significance. the results identify how development and change 

is controlled ans specifically, to which extent attributes could 

be changed or protected in future.   

0. ABSTRACT

Keywords

amsterdam, world heritage; conservation; management; 

canal district; policy; attributes; outstanding universal 

value;  facade; streetscape; roofscape; aesthetic guidelines; 

monument classification
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figure 2. streetscape in the canal disrict between 1770 and 2011  (claus & swart, 2012)
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world heritage properties are considered to be of outstanding 

universal value and it is widely accepted that their cultural 

significance needs to be protected for the benefit of future 

generations worldwide (unesco, 1972). the value of such 

properties is defined by the tangible and intangible attributes 

that convey their cultural significance in a variety of categories 

such as design, materials, function, traditions, location or 

spirit (unesco, 2008:22). the identification, protection 

and monitoring of these attributes should form the basis of 

management efforts for world heritage properties.

management becomes particularly complex when world 

heritage (wh) properties are located in urban areas, this is 

also the case with the “seventeenth century canal district 

within the singelgracht” in amsterdam, taken as case study 

for this research (fig. 3). often, the objective of conservation 

is confronted with a constantly evolving urban context 

(pendlebury et. al. 2009:352), these conditions of change 

can affect the state-of-conservation of wh properties and 

transform the context within which they are situated. the 

modernization and development of cities are inevitable but  

the resulting changes should be managed in consideration 

heritage value (unesco, 2005), so that within this 

environment of change, cultural significance is maintained or 

enhanced rather than threatened or damaged.

van oers (2010:7) alerts that “ranging from traffic and tourism 

pressures to high-rise constructions and inner city functional 

changes, the issues negatively impacting on the cultural-

historic significance of urban world heritage sites are 

numerous, often interrelated and increasing in complexity”. 

1. INTRODUCTION   

moreover, despite recommendations and mitigation 

measures these issues seem to be affecting more and more 

world heritage properties, which strengthen the arguments 

of those against the possibility to reconcile conservation and 

development (icomos, 2005; pereira roders, 2010; turner et 

al, 2011; unesco, 2011c). 

pendlebury (2009: 350) argues that there are fundamental 

tensions between preserving a sense of the past and 

recognising that heritage cities are the product of layers of 

development and habitation. this introduces two opposing 

problems within literature: 1) the concern that developments 

could damage cultural heritage, and 2) the concern that 

conservation could be a constraint to the development and 

evolution of urban areas. yet, there could also be a more 

integral approach which incorporates the notion of change 

within conservation practices (van oers, 2010:14). By 

redefining conservation as the management of change rather 

than a technical practice of preservation we can attempt to 

improve the balance between conservation and development 

and find ways to use heritage properties in a sustainable 

way.

the responsibility to protect world heritage properties is 

shared among states parties and their national and local 

partners (unesco, 1972; unesco, 2011a). the variety of 

management practices in place to protect the outstanding 

universal value (ouv) of each property ranges from scientific, 

technical, administrative and financial measures (unesco, 

1972:3), these are often a reflection of national resources and 

their cultural diversity. all these measures share the goal of 
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figure 3. study area, the core zone of the “seventeenth century canal district within the singelgracht”, amsterdam (claus & swart, 2012)
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ensuring that the evolving use of these properties do not have 

a negative impact on their cultural significance: “the state 

party and partners must ensure that such sustainable use 

does not adversely impact the outstanding universal value, 

integrity and/or authenticity of the property.” (unesco, 

2011a)

in opposition to management practices where properties 

are uniformly protected without consideration for specific 

values and an understanding of why these values should be 

protected, this research will investigate the application of a 

value-based approach to management. the research explores 

the validity of the assumption that value-based management 

practices reduce the potential threat to attributes conveying 

cultural significance because they are identified, legally 

protected, and considered within management and 

development processes.

a sound legislative and policy framework for the protection of 

heritage values and management of appropriate changes is an 

important aspect that guide management and development 

practices (the getty conservation institute, 2009:6). the 

management of cultural heritage relates to a broader 

spectrum of laws and policies than those specifically focused 

on conservation - planning policies and building regulations 

further shape the way changes occur in these properties, e.g. 

which changes are allowed, which changes are prevented 

and how control measures are implemented.

with the purpose of better understanding the relationship 

between the attributes conveying cultural significance and 

the management practices that protect them, this article 

presents and discusses the results of a case study specific 

policy analysis. the aim of this exercise is to understand the 

managment system within amsterdam and thereafter identify 

the specific references made within laws and policies to the 

attributes and values conveying cultural significance. in this 

particular case, the focus is on the attributes of outstanding 

universal value that apply specifically to wh properties 

although the same exercise could be done for heritage 

properties if national or local significance.

case study specific analysis can uncover whether laws and 

policies are protecting the attributes considered as valuable 

within the world heritage property and determine the types 

and application of protection measures. further, analysis 

makes it possible to explore scenarios of how attributes 

could be changed or affected in the future, to understand 

what could result from the laws and policies in place and to 

discuss whether a potential future state of conservation is 

desirable or problematic.

Amsterdam as case study

amsterdam recently (2010) took part in the successful 

nomination of the “seventeenth century canal district within 

the singelgracht” (hereafter referred to as the “amsterdam 

canal district”) to the world heritage list. one of the 

activities of the amsterdam local government following this 

world heritage listing is the support of research projects 

investigating the cultural significance of the canal district. 

this led to an agreement with the eindhoven university of 

technology (tu/e) to  study amsterdam (over a period of four 
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figure 4. amsterdam’s recognizable “architectural ensemble”
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years) in a graduate studio called “cultural heritage and 

sustainability: world heritage cities as case study”, which 

forms part of a broader research program led by the tu/e 

in collaboration with the unesco world heritage centre, 

france.

this article presents selected results from the first year of 

collaboration, where the central district of amsterdam, the 

amsterdam Bureau of monuments and the amsterdam world 

heritage Bureau have played a crucial role. Besides assisting 

with the documentation of the property, such cooperation is 

helping to determine the effectiveness of current management 

practices and to develop monitoring actions required for 

reporting on the property’s state-of-conservation. 

amsterdam has a long-standing tradition of cultural heritage 

management, as recognized by icomos (2010:11): “the 

body of protection regulations is the culmination of a long-

standing, the culmination of a long-standing, evolutionary 

process to take account of the numerous aspects of the 

protection of the property and the issues at stake”. the inner 

city of amsterdam, including the canal district, is a designated 

national conservation area and contains numerous historic 

monuments which “have been legally protected since the 

early 20th century” (icomos, 2010:10). further, the complex 

network of laws and policies in amsterdam are continually 

updated and many acts and regulations have been added 

over time to strengthen and detail existing management 

practices.

the management plan for the canal district’s world heritage 

nomination (city of amsterdam, 2009) provides a synthesis of 

various municipal and national policies, laws and processes 

including those identified as being of specific relevance to 

this research, such as town planning regulations, monument 

policy, aesthetic review and building permit requirements.

the canal district, as world heritage site, is located within 

amsterdam’s inner city and covers a significant part of the 

city’s historic centre (fig. 3). acknowledged by unesco as 

an “outstanding example of a built urban ensemble”, the 

canal district is considered as a masterpiece of hydraulic 

engineering and town planning, a witness to a global 

exchange of influences and an urban ensemble of great 

architectural skill and variety (fig. 4). a variety of qualities 

and components contribute to the value of the property as a 

“unique and innovative, large-scale but homogeneous urban 

ensemble.” (unesco, 2010)

Based on official descriptions of the property, a complete list 

of attributes were identified in a preceding research stage 

(claus & swart, 2012), from this list a selection of attributes 

are identified to focus on in this research. the attributes 

selected are the facades and roof surfaces forming part of 

the canal district’s architectural ensemble. these attributes, 

as described in table 1, contribute to the collective visual 

quality of the property and forms the canal district’s unique 

and highly recognisable collective visual image. 

the attributes were selected based on the results of preceding 

research (table 2), their importance as defining elements in 

terms of the visual perception of the property, the interest 
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external facadess of buildings with a  
variety of styles, forms and detailing. the 
street facing facades are a highly valued 
in the amsterdam canal district, they 
represent the hisstoric development of 
the city and are strictly protected within 
monument legislation.

attriBute the composition of elements such 
as facade and roof to contribute on a 
collective scale to the unique visual 
appearance of the property. architectural 
ensemble is a broader framework for the 
detail attributes such as facade and roof.

external roof forms and surfaces of 
buildings. roof forms include the 
traditional pitched roof perpendicular to 
the treet, other forms of pitched roofs 
and modern flat roofs. roof forms relate 
strongly to the typical building typologies 
of the canal district.

ensemBle facade roof

“the rows of unbroken façades create a 
rhythmic impression, due to the repetition 
of their widths, the similarity of their 
arrangement and the variety provided by
their decorative detailing, materials and 
colours and the restrained diversity of 
their gables.”

“the architecture of the buildings’ 
façades and gables is highly varied”

(kingdom of the netherlands, 2010: 30, 
659)

quotatiion “many features help to produce the 
impression of a complex historic urban 
landscape and architectural ensemble...”

(kingdom of the netherlands, 2010: 67)

“... a vast, homogeneous urban ensemble, 
but one which included a large architec-
tural variety, with gabled houses and nu-
merous monuments.”

(icomos, 2010)

“the historic roofscape is of great 
importance to the city centre.”

“in the city centre there is a wide variety 
of roof shapes...”

(kingdom of the netherlands, 2010: 659)

table 1: description of the selected attributes
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expressed by local stakeholders and the references (table 

1) made to these attributes in the nomination documents of 

the canal district such as the decision file (unesco, 2010), 

advisory Body evaluation (icomos, 2010) and nomination 

dossier (kingdom of the netherlands, 2010)

Preceding research

a preceding research phase (claus & swart, 2012), where the 

attributes have been located and their evolution over time 

analyzed, as summarised in table 2, revealed that: various 

transformations to building facades were found and included 

multiple cases of partial or full facade replacement causing  

major stylistic shifts and visual changes within the studied 

area. the roofscape of the property changed over time from 

being dominated by pitched roofs to a mixture of pitched 

roofs and modern flat roofs.

Delimitation

the past changes to attributes were found in comparison to 

the historic condition of the property and could be a basis 

measure for future state of conservation analysis. considering 

that the listing of the property as world heritage occurred 

only recently (2010), this article and the related research 

views the current condition of the attributes as the zero-

level in terms of the world heritage inscription and relates 

this condition to the original state of the property to sustain 

discussions on authenticity, integrity, representativeness and 

rarity. this also raises discussion on the contribution of policy 

to the past changes, the position of current policy in terms of 

these trends and the establishment of limits of acceptable 

change.

the proposed analysis will be illustrated through means of 

specific attributes and selected the laws and policies that 

apply to them. to analyse the overall degree of effectiveness 

of policies in relation to the protection of world heritage 

properties and their attributes of outstanding universal value, 

a complete analysis of all attributes as well as laws and 

policies would be needed. 
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quotequotatiions 

other

quote quote

table 2: past changes to attributes (claus & swart, 2012)

facade

sketch criteria result

major changes to the facades and isolates 
three types of changes: change to the 
base, middle and top.

48% of the base parts, 46% of the middle 
parts and 59% of the top parts changed. 
on 36% of the buildings all parts changed. 
72% showed changes on one of the parts, 
while 28% didn’t show changes.

composition change to the amount of individual 
facades and the amount of facade clusters 
recognisable within the streetscapes. 

the amount of individual facades in 
2011 is 91% of the amount of individual 
facades counted in 1770 and the amount 
of clusters in 2011 is 48% of the amount 
of clusters counted in 1770.

style change to the amount of gabled facades 
within a series of broader and detailed 
stylistic categories.

changes of gables into other categories 
(44%) resluted in the decrease of the 
‘trapgevel’ (19% left)  and ‘klokgevel’ 
(18% left) and an increase of ‘klassieke 
lijsstgevel’ (232%) and others (1020%)

silhouette changes to the silhouette line formed by 
the outlines of the facades in a series of 
adjacent buildings.

identified trends are within this mapping 
are flattening, height increase on the 
corners of building blocks and a height 
increase of the silhouette in general.

roofscape changes to individual roof structures 
based on 3 categories: flat/modern, 
pitched  and mixed.

the mapping indicates that 18% of the 
buildings currently have a flat roof, 32% 
of the buildings have a mixed roof and 
50% of the buildings have a pitched roof. 
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this research investigates the theme of cultural heritage 

management in terms of current policy within amsterdam’s 

management framework. the specific focus is on locating 

references to the attributes (facade and roof structure) and 

understanding the management measures in place to protect 

these attributes considering the high levels of past changes 

found in the preceding research.

within amsterdam, a high importance is placed on the 

conservation of facades and roof structures within past and 

ongoing management and policy discussions. initial surveys 

indicated that the measures to protect these attributes are 

integrated within a broad and complex management system 

and an understanding of this system is thus the starting point 

of the research. further, within the context constant pressure 

for development and renewal that affect the attributes, it is 

important to identify the current and specific measures in 

place to protect them.

the research is conducted in two steps: 1) analyse the legal 

structure and management process that creates a framework 

for management decisions and 2) analyze the policies used 

within this management framework to uncover the specific 

rules/guidelines/measures/principles that apply to the 

management of the selected attributes.

Step 1 - The management process

permit requirement is the legal basis for the management of 

architectural attributes within amsterdam, as building permits 

are needed before any building activity can take place. the 

building permit process is seen as a starting point for the 

2. METHODOLOGY 

identification of relevant policies and the understanding of 

management measures. using the management plan (city 

of amsterdam, 2009), procedural descriptions available from 

the municipality and interviews with various experts, the 

permit framework was systematically described as a process, 

consisting of the various stages that permits follow from 

application to approval.

within the areas of review that permit applications are tested 

against, the most relevant policies and procedures that guide 

management decisions were identified. these policies and 

procedures then become the search area for the second 

part of this paper where specific management measures are 

identified and discussed in terms of their influence on the 

management of attributes.

Step 2 - Specific management measures

in order to understand how the facades and roof structures are 

protected and how changes to these attributes are controlled , 

the research identifies the specific rules/measures/guidelines 

that apply to them within the management process. these are 

collected from various policy documents and are compiled, 

analysed and discussed in terms of their application to 

the level and type of protection that they provide for each 

attribute.

this data enables a discussion of future scenarios - e.g. how 

the attributes could be protected/affected/transformed in 

the future and what the tolerance levels are for potential 

changes. the goal is to discuss how past trends and threats 

are currently dealt with, which changes could affect the 
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attributes in the future and what the relationship is between 

cultural significance and management measures. By 

understanding the relevant management measures and the 

potential for changes/evolution in the future we can discuss 

the possibility of achieving a sustainable balance between 

development and cultural significance.
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3.1 permit process

changes to existing buildings in amsterdam, caused by 

building activities or development projects, are mainly 

controlled through permit regulations. aside from a limited 

number of “permit free” activities, changes are not allowed 

without an approved building permit (city of amsterdam, 

2009:127). provisions within the housing act of 2002 and 

the monument act of 1988 fixes permit requirement within 

the national legal framework (city of amsterdam, 2009:147) 

while the application, review and approval of permits involve 

various policies, activities and organizations on a municipal 

level.

the process that a permit application follows (fig. 5) can be 

considered in five stages: 1) screening, 2) application, 3) 

scoping, 4) review and 5) approval.

 

Stage 1 - Screening

Before a permit application is submitted, it is determined 

whether a proposed building activity requires a permit 

and which type of permit is required. permit types include 

building-, monument-, or demolition permits and requirement 

applies to all types of buildings throughout the canal district 

and to both private and public ownership. however, there are 

certain types of building activities which are “permit free” 

(rijksdienst voor het cultureel erfgoed, 2011), these activities 

are exempt from permit requirement based on criteria such 

as:

1) scale, e.g. minor building installations such as roof 

windows or solar installations, 2) type, e.g. maintenance 

3. RESULTS

activities that do not deviate from the original form, colour, 

material and detailing. 3) location, e.g. activities outside 

the building such as garden structures, 4) historic value, 

e.g. changes to  fixtures without historic value such as  non 

original interior fixtures, and 5) monument classification, e.g. 

certain types of changes to non monumental buildings such 

as or additions to the back facade. 

Stage 2 - Application

Building permit applications are submitted to the central 

district of the city of amsterdam, which has authority over the 

approval of permits within the inner city (city of amsterdam, 

2009:147). all applications need to include documentation 

such as photographs of the existing building and architectural 

drawings of proposed changes. heritage impact assessments 

are not required but can, according to mattie (2012), be 

submitted by the applicant in support of the design proposal.

Stage 3 - Scoping

the scoping stage identifies the different review process that 

applies for each permit application based on the monument 

classification of the building involved. this classification 

is derived from national and municipal monument listings 

as well as  the additional categories resulting from the 

regulations for national conservation areas (the historic inner 

city of amsterdam’s was listed as a national conservation 

area in 1999). as indicated on table 3, buildings are grouped 

into various categories: order 1 buildings are national 

or municipal monuments, order 2/3 buildings are non 

monumental buildings valued within the conservation area 

and other categories include new buildings, buildings to 
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amsterdam central district
(sector Bouwen en wonen)

amsterdam central district
(city council)
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figure 5. the five stages of the permit process
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replace and open sites. (amsterdam central district, 2000)

Stage 4 - Review

within the permit process, proposed building activities  are 

judged against various test criteria, the housing act of 2002 

describes the various review areas where this criteria is 

applied: “...a permit can be refused if a proposed structure does 

not comply with: the technical specifications of the Building 

code; the municipal building regulations; the provisions of 

the current zoning plan; reasonable demands of building 

aesthetics; the requirements relating to the monumental 

status of a structure” (city of amsterdam, 2009:147).

the review process determines the revision, rejection or 

approval of permits. during the review stage the permit 

application is circulated, within a structured process, to the 

relevant local departments and organizations involved in the 

review process. this process (fig. 6), can be explained in three 

parts:

1) all applications are first reviewed by the central district 

where they are tested by appointed experts against technical 

building requirements and town planning regulations. if an 

application fails to meet the relevant criteria it is rejected 

before passing to the further stages of the review.

the technical execution of building activities is guided by 

national and municipal building regulations which provide 

criteria for issues such as safety and quality of construction. 

in some cases, order 1 buildings can be exempted from 

technincal requirements to protect monumental values.

urban planning criteria such as function, building height, 

floor area and building plots are determined by town planning 

guidelines found in the city’s zoning plans. Because the 

canal district is situated within a national conservation area 

include protective measures that link cultural significance to 

spatial planning. the zoning plans include descriptions of 

historical values to be consulted when permit applications 

are reviewed.

in legal terms, the town planning guidelines determine 

whether a building activity is allowed, after which the 

following parts of the review process considers its impact on 

historic value and the aesthetic quality of a proposal.

2) case specific advice, site investigations and impact 

assessments play an important role in eventual adjudication 

of a permit. the “amsterdam Bureau of monuments and 

archeology” (Bma) investigates proposals for order 1 

buildings in terms of their impact on the historical value. the 

“program of requirements for quality monuments” is used as 

criteria for judging the renewal and restoration of monuments. 

investigations are also conducted for order 2 and 3 buildings  

to determine whether monumental value is present and could 

be affected by the proposal.

for urban scale projects the central district considers the 

impact of the proposed development on the historic urban 

context and compiles specific aesthetic criteria to be used 

further in the review process. the Bma and the central 

district cooperates on reviewing applications and remain 

involved the following part (3) of the review stage . 
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suB categories

description order 1 buildings are national or 
municipal monuments, inscribed 
according to the criteria provided in 
national and municipal monument 
legislation and inscribed on the relevant 
monument registers.

the majority of these monuments were 
listed in the inscription phases:

1) when the national monument act was 
created in in the 1960’s, all buildings 
in the inner city that was constructed 
before 1850 was inscribed as national 
monuments. these buildings form the 
largest percentage of order 1 buildings. 

2) in the 1980’s a national program lead 
to the further inscription of buildings 
constructed between 1850-1940.

3) in the 1990’s the city of amsterdam 
listed 1000 buildings in the inner-city as 
municipal monuments. 

in 1999, the inner city of amsterdam was 
listed as a national conservation area, a 
consequence of this was the classification 
and protection of buildings that are not 
official monuments.

order 2 and 3 buildings are all pre-1970 
buildings within the conservation area 
that are not listed as national or municipal 
monuments

order 2 buildings are pre-1970 structures 
with architectural value.

order 3 buildings are pre-1970 structures 
that fit wihtin the historic urban context 
but has no additional value. architectural 
quality varies amongst these buildings.

the remaining (other) categories are not 
valued within the conservation area.

new buildings are post-1970 structures 
that are not considered in terms of historic 
value due to a lack of historical distance. 

Buildings to replace do not fit into the 
historic urban context, are considered to be 
negative and replaceble.

open plots are unbuilt gaps in the urban 
fabric to be filled with new developments.

national monument

municipal monument

valued and protected within the inner city 
conservation area

new buildings

Buildings to replace + open plots

overview national or municipal monuments

order 1

order 2

remaining categories defined within the 
inner-city conservation area

order 1 order 2+3 other

legal monument act of 1988 + Built heritage 
register

heritage regulation central district 2010 
+ municipal monuments list

conservation area policy + classification 
map

conservation area policy + classification 
map

table 3: Building classification categories
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3) the final part of the review stage considers proposals 

in terms of aesthetic impact. it is the responsibility of 

the “Building aesthetics agency” to consider aesthetic 

implications based on the criteria defined by the central 

district in the “aesthetic appearance document for the 

central district” (city of amsterdam, 2009b). this criteria 

guides the consideration of a proposal’s visual impact based 

on the historic value of buildings and their relationship with 

the historic urban context. the “Building aesthetics agency” 

makes an independent recommendation and refers the 

application back to the central district for adjudication in the 

decision stage which follows.

Stage 5 - Decision

final permit decisions are made on a political level by 

representatives of the city council. they interpret all the 

recommendations received for a specific application and 

make the final decision regarding the approval or rejection of 

a permit application (city of amsterdam, 2009:147). 

Policy areas

Based on the permit process, the areas of policy most 

relevant for this research in terms of the selected attributes 

are identified for further analysis. firstly, the management 

principles for each of the classification categories identified 

in the scoping stage are considered and summarised from 

various and interrelated monument policies/guidelines. 

secondly, the “aesthetic guidelines” are analysed as the 

key policy area providing detailed criteria for the review of 

architectural attributes.  
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3.2 Building classification categories

conservation principles and review criteria are defined 

for each of the different classification categories (table 3) 

assigned to buildings within the national conservation area, 

this classification is indicated on the inner city’s classification 

map (fig. 7). this section describes the conservation principles 

for each classification category, these principles determine 

how changes to attributes such as the facade and roof is 

managed. various recent municipal policy documents such as 

the “programme of requirements for quality monuments”, 

the “policy document for the conservation area” and the 

“aesthetic appearance document for the central district” 

provide guidelines per category:

Order 1

preservation is always considered above renewal when 

order 1 buildings are concerned (amsterdam central district. 

2009:4). in order to retain the historical integrity of a building, 

the principles for intervention are conservative - elements 

cannot be replaced when they can still fulfil their purpose or 

when repair is possible. these principles apply to the facade 

and roof on both a broad and detailed scale.

when changes to order 1 buildings are proposed, the 

amsterdam Bureau of monuments and archaeology (Bma), 

is asked to conduct a historical investigation to determine 

the impact proposed changes on the historical value of a 

building. 

to ensure the appropriate use of monumental buildings, 

functional changes are only allowed given the capacity of the 

existing structure to accommodate the new program (city of 

amsterdam, 2009b).

 in case of renewal, a restorative approach is favoured and the 

original condition is the starting point. with restoration and  

renewal of monuments projects, building owners are advised 

to consult the Bma for advice on appropriate methods and 

materials.

Order 2/3

Before major changes to order 2 and 3 buildings are 

considered, the Bma conducts a site investigation to identify 

whether monumental value (in terms of the interior and 

structure of buildings) is present and if such value potentially 

justifies the re-classification to order 1 status. alternatively, 

the following principles apply:

the demolition of order 2 buildings are not allowed and the 

starting point is preservation/restoration of the roof and 

gable (amsterdam central district, 2010:5). demolition and 

replacement is only considered in rare circumstances such as 

key developments the city council or when buildings suffered 

irreparably damage due to neglect, fire or natural disasters.

the approach to order 3 buildings depends on an additional   

“quality test” conducted by the central district. if this test  

finds historic value, the starting point is preservation/

restoration and demolision/replacement is only considered if 

no or little monumental quality is found. 
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57Hoofdstuknaam 576 Historisch Stadsbeeld

kaart 22  Waarderingskaart Beschermd Stadsgezicht, 2010

Bron: afdeling Ruimtelijk Beleid, stadsdeel Centrum 

Architectuurordewaardering
Bij de aanwijzing tot Beschermd Stadsgezicht hoort een Waarderingskaart, waarop de stedenbouwkundige en 
architectonische kwaliteit van het stadsbeeld is weergegeven. kaart 22 Monumenten hebben een orde 1-waar-
dering, de andere panden tot 1940 hebben aflopend een orde 2- (hoge kwaliteit, toonaangevend voor het 
stadsbeeld) of orde 3-waardering gekregen (geen meerwaarde, wel passend in de gevelwand). Tot voor kort 
waren gebouwen van na 1940 niet gewaardeerd met een architectuurorde. Inmiddels is de afstand in de tijd 
voldoende om de wederopbouwperiode te kunnen beoordelen. Daarom wordt sinds 2010 de bebouwing uit de 
periode 1940-1970 per te actualiseren bestemmingsplan in kaart gebracht en van een ordewaardering voorzien. 
Tot nu toe zijn er circa 100 panden in het gebied van de bestemmingsplannen voor de zuidelijke en westelijke 
binnenstad bekeken. Voor het bestemmingsplan Water zijn in 2010 twaalf bruggen uit de periode 1940-1970 
geïnventariseerd en gewaardeerd.

Bron: Afdeling Ruimtelijk Beleid, stadsdeel Centrum

Orde 1

Legenda2

Orde 2

Orde 3

Te vervangen gebouwen en te bebouwen gaten

Nieuwbouw van na 1940

Ensembles en seriebouw

grens Beschermd Stadsgezicht

figure 7. classification map for the inner city conservation area (city of amsterdam, 2011)
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on a detail level, the renewal of a facade or roof is approached 

as follows: for order 2 buildings, original constructive details 

have to be retained and the use of non-authentic materials 

is allowed as long as original form, colour and details are 

retained. for order 3 buildings, only the visual characteristics 

of the original building have to be retained as opposed 

to preserving exact details and changes to materials and 

customization are allowed practices. (city of amsterdam, 

2009b:74)

New/replace/open

there are no stated objections against the demolition of 

buildings in categories lower than order 3. Buildings in these 

categoris are not valued within current  policy and conservation 

measures do not apply. however, for new buildings that 

replace buildings in these categories guidelines apply - new 

buildings should fit within the historical context of their 

surroundings and the collective architectural characteristics 

of the property (see 3.3). the replacement of buildings in the 

category “to replace” and new buildings on “open sites” are 

encouraged although as indicated in table 4, both of these 

categories scarcely occur within the property. 

Series/Ensembles

a series of buildings forming a design unity (building 

ensembles) may not be affected by changes to individual 

structures and proposed changes should be considered within 

context of the ensemble.
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31% 17%

81%

44%

39%

7% 2% 17%5%

31%

64%61%

Order 2 - 22.9%

Order 3 - 8.3%

Monuments - 61.4%

New buildings - 7.1%

Replace + open - 0.3%

order 2 - 10.8%

order 3 - 6.1%

monuments - 81.4%

new buildings - 1.5%

replace + open - 0.0%

order 2 - 21.2%

order 3 - 10.1%

monuments - 64.0%

new buildings - 4.2%

replace + open - 0.3%

order 2 - 30.2%

order 3 - 14.1%

monuments - 39.0%

new buildings - 15.7%

replace + open - 0.8%

canal district sample 1 sample 2 sample 3

order 1

order 2+3

other

area Total property (core-zone) southern canal district between 
the herengracht and the 
keizersgracht

southern canal district between 
the keizersgracht and the 
prinsengracht

western canal district outside of 
the prinsengracht

map

table 4: percentage of buildings witihin classification categories (amsterdam central district,  2012)
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3.3 aesthetic guidelines

the “aesthetic appearance document for the central district” 

(city of amsterdam, 2009b) provides a comprehensive set of 

aesthetic guidelines that form an important component of the 

permit review process. these guidelines provide criteria for 

proposed building activities based on architectural quality, the 

protection of a building’s historic value and the relationship 

between building and the historic urban context.

General aesthetic criteria

the aesthetic guidelines firstly sets general design principles 

by which to consider all proposed building activities. Buildings 

conform to reasonable aesthetic demands if:

-the appearance of a building has a strong relationship to its 

function and method of construction

-the building contributes positively to the surrounding public 

space

-architectural references are used appropriately within the 

current cultural context

-the ordering principles of a composition can be read in its 

visual appearance

-a coherent and hierarchical system of proportions is visible 

in the volumes, dimensions and composition

-material, texture and colour supports the character of the 

building and relates to its coherence with the urban context.

further, the city council can enforce aesthetical guidelines 

retrospectively when an existing building is found to be in 

conflict with reasonable aesthetic demands. this can be when 

a building is physically or visually separated from its context, 

when past alterations denied or damaged monumental 

qualities, when low quality building materials was used or 

in other cases such as the inappropriate use of colours or 

advertising. (city of amsterdam, 2009b: 28)

Test criteria for light building activities

even minor alterations to the facade or roof can affect the 

historic value of buildings and have a collective impact on the 

historic urban landscape. to effectively regulate such building 

activities the aesthetical guidelines provide standard criteria 

that regulate the type of changes allowed:

minor external additions are regulated in terms of size and 

form and are only allowed at the back of buildings. although 

front and side facades are in most cases already on the 

boundary line of a property, this protects the integrity of these 

surfaces in the remaining cases.

on a detail level, changes to elements such as doors, frames 

and openings within the facade must retain the character, 

details and dimensions of the original elements and relate 

to the time period of the original building. these changes 

are also judged within context where the cohesion between 

the parts of a single building should remain while detailing 

should remain unique compared to surrounding buildings.
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figure 8.  detailed view of two gabled facades  
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changes to the roof surface such as skylights and roof 

chapels are only allowed in certain roof types and if they 

are hidden from public view. these have to  and fit within 

the composition of the building and leave ridge, gutter and 

silhouette lines of the roof unnaffected.

external fixtures such as solar panels, antennas, wind 

turbines and solar control are only allowed on the facade and 

roof under strict conditions - installed with minimal impact on 

the building and hidden from public view as far as possible.

Area specific criteria

aesthetic guidelines for the canal district are based on the 

unique spatial system within the inner city of amsterdam 

and criteria for proposed changes thus relate to the specific 

historical urban context. the following architectural and urban 

characteristics of the canal district informs the aesthetic 

criteria:

-the urban structure of closed orthogonal building blocks with 

its historic parcellation of narrow and deep building plots and 

the visibility of a gradual transformation of building types, 

functions and architectural styles based upon it.

-the amsterdam canal house as historic building typology 

with characteristifs such as: a high narrow gable; a ridge line 

of the roof perpendicular to the street; an individual entrance; 

regular composition of vertical window forms and clear 

distinction between the base, middle and top of the facade. 

-sub types of the canal house such as: larger monumental 

residences; houses combined with shops and warehouse 

functions; prominent corner buildings and buildings combined 

in a series or ensemble.

Based on these characteristics, aesthetic criteria is provided 

on three scale levels: 1) context, 2) Building and 3) details.

1) within context, proposed changes have to relate to 

the visual characteristics of the surrounding buildings 

e.g. maintaining the mainly vertical facade proportions 

or maintaining a balanced distribution of building heights 

within the streetscape. Both general characteristics (such as 

individual entrances to buildings) and specific characteristics 

(such as the main orientation of a corner building) should be 

maintained. other references such as the original layout of 

building plots should influence the design in the case of new 

developments.

2) criteria for changes on a building scale restrict deviation 

from the historic characteristics of both the facade and roof. 

in terms of the facade, as addition to the general principle 

that new elements are subject to the character of the existing, 

many specific changes not allowed such as: Blind facades (no 

openings), open facades (full glazing), the permanent closure 

of openings, windows on ground floor without a parapet and 

loggias or setbacks. 

in terms changes to the roof, the general characteristics of 

the silhouette, roofscape and truss designs should remain 

unaffected. specific measures include that any changes to the 
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figure 9. typical amsterdam canal house with facade divided in base, middle and top (killiam et. al, 2006)
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roof surface cannot be more that 30% if its length, that the 

roof structures of additions must be separately recognisable 

from the main roof structure and that transparent roofing 

materials are not allowed. roof terraces are allowed on the 

back half of buildings without affecting existing roof structure, 

terraces allowed on existing flat roofs.

3) proposed changes are further considered against specific 

criteria for detailing, materials and colour. for the most part, 

this criteria stipulates that changes must conform to the 

characteristics of the existing building. specific guidelines 

also include the use of modest colours for new buildings or 

additions, limiting materials to wood, brick and natural stone, 

conforming to existing jointing details and retaining the 

patina found on existing surfaces.
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figure 10. roofscape of the amsterdam canal district
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 conclusions

the architectural attributes of the canal district are managed 

by a variety of conservation measures and guidelines for 

development was found within various policy areas and on 

different scales of change.

on a collective scale, the general historic characteristics of 

the property is the background to management efforts and for 

most buildings in the canal district, conservative guidelines 

restrict the degree to which changes can deviate from it.  on 

a individual scale, the application of management measures 

was found to be based on the intrinsic historic value of 

individual buildings and case specific investigations. thus, 

the architectural ensemble of the property transforms within 

strict limits while the variety of building types, facades and 

roof structures that it is composed of is retained as individual 

parts.

the guidelines for changes are always based on context, e.g. 

1) the detailing of repetitive individual elements within a 

building should relate to each other, 2) individual elements 

should fit the character of the whole, and 3) Buildings should 

fit within their urban environment.

preceding research investigated the transformation of 

facades and roofs over the history of the property (table 2). 

many facades within the property were in the past partially 

of fully replaced. however, the bias of most policies towards 

visual attributes, the restriction of changes that are visible 

from public areas and an approach of preservation applying 

to most of the buildings in the property means this type of 

changes will be limited in future.

further, building ensembles were often broken up in the past 

by dramatic changes to individual facades, current guidelines 

viewing buildings within context limits the disproportionate 

change of individual facades within an ensemble and protects 

facades as groups. the historic roofscape of the property 

also transformed dramatically over the past (table 2) and as 

with facades, current policy restricts major changes to roof 

structures of existing buildings which protects the scale and 

traditional forms of roofs against changes caused by modern 

developments.

considering past changes to the property, a restorative 

approach to renewal and the possible retrospective 

application of aesthetic criteria found in current policy could 

in principle allow changes that restore the past condition of 

the property. however, stakeholder interviews indicated that 

returning to a past condition is not an actively persued policy 

and that these measure apply mostly to cases where specific 

parts of historically important buildings were damaged in the 

recent past.

4.2 discussion

the management process within amsterdam involves various 

stakeholders, procedures and policies - an analysis thereof 

proved difficult due to the complexity of processes and the fact 

that these processes are open to interpretation, negotiation, 

exceptions and political interference. further, it was found 
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that most of the policies analysed are currently under review 

and could be considered in a constant state of change. the 

results of this research should thus be considered in terms of 

a specific moment in time and in terms policy measures, not 

the implementation of these in practice.

the research set out to investigate the relationship 

between management practices and cultural significance in 

amsterdam. it was found that most of the policies analysed 

are based on specific historic value descriptions. further, 

site investigations and historical surveys that form part of 

the management process define the cultural significance 

and historical values of specific buildings used as criteria for 

considering change and development.

as background to specific rules, the balance of conservation 

and development is based on the classification of buildings 

into various conservation categories (see 3.2). as indicated 

by  figure 7 and table 4, these categories are not equally 

spread throughout the property. Because of the differences 

in conservation principles between the different categories, 

the grouping of categories in specific areas of the property 

determine different future scenarios according to  geographical 

location. areas of significance are protected by strict 

principles and in terms of current policy building facades and 

roof structures within these areas can be expected to remain 

unchanged in the future. in other areas where buildings of 

lower categories are grouped, development can happen with 

less restriction.

in general, policies place very strict constraints on 

development within the canal district. But the notion that 

change and evolution is important for the vitality of the 

property, and transformations are allowed within certain 

circumstances and within buildings that can accommodate 

it. the fact that change and development is allowed within 

certain buildings or areas is important for the property to keep 

evolving while buildings of historic value protected. however, 

the long term effect of continuous changes within buildings 

are difficult to judge and the effects of watertight preservation 

of external appearance is a contentious topic of discussions 

in the changing field of cultural heritage management.
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aBstract

the aim of this paper is to describe the occurrence and impact 

of building consolidation within the architectural ensemble 

of the amsterdam canal district and the effects of building 

consolidation on the outstanding universal value (ouv) of the 

canal district as a world heritage property. the consolidation 

of individual buildings into larger scale buildings is analysed 

over time and the results are related to the analysis of 

other architectural attributes of the property such as façade 

composition, function and typology. the research clarifies the 

occurrence and nature of building consolidation and the threat 

it poses to the scale of facades, the function of buildings and 

the historic building typology. the results of the research 

contribute to the current discussion of the management and 

monitoring of world heritage within amsterdam’s dynamic 

urban context.

1 introduction

this paper presents part of the results achieved in a research 

project taking the world heritage property the seventeenth-

century canal ring area of amsterdam inside the singelgracht 

(figure 1) as case study. the case study not only aims to assist 

local authorities on monitoring and managing the property in 

relation to urban development but the output on a local level 

also contributes to a larger research program short-titled: 

“outstanding universal value, world heri-tage cities and 

sustainability” led by the eindhoven university of technology, 

the netherlands; and unesco world heritage centre in paris, 

france. this is a collaborative and comparative research 

program that aims to make a significant contribution to both 

research and practice on world heritage management and 

sustainable development (pereira roders & van oers, 2010).

1.1 Background

the research presented takes world heritage within the 

urban environment as broader theme and was conducted 

within a research studio of the technical university of 

eindhoven (tu/e) called “cultural heritage and sustainability, 

world heritage as case study”. the research of amsterdam 

as a world heritage case study aims to contribute to the 

current management and research efforts of the amsterdam 

municipality and was conducted in collaboration with 

amsterdam’s local authorities, including the central Borough 

of amsterdam, the amsterdam Bu-reau of monuments and 

the amsterdam world heritage Bureau.

the amsterdam canal district was inscribed to the unesco 

world heritage list in 2010 as a “group of buildings” and an 

“inhabited historic town” (icomos, 2010). the nomination 

process leading up to this inscription and its successful 

conclusion add a new layer to an already active debate on 

the city’s cultural heritage and the implications of efforts to 

CONFERENCE ARTICLE   
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buffer zone

core zone

figure 1 | the amsterdam canal district as world heritage site, definition of core and buffer zone
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manage and protect it. 

the amsterdam canal district is described as a unique 

‘urban ensemble’ (kingdom of the netherlands, 2009). its 

significance is explained by icomos (2010) as follows: 

“designed at the end of the 16th century and completed in 

the 17th century. it was a project for a new ‘port city,’ to be 

built around the old town between the old defence canal 

and the new singelgracht canal. the network of canals in 

concentric arcs forms the main infrastructure, along with 

radial canals and streets.” in addition, the regular building 

plots and the successive construction campaigns “permitted 

the development of a vast, homogeneous urban ensemble.” 

the canal district includes “a large architectural variety, with 

gabled houses and numerous monuments” and its model town 

planning is considered “the first truly ‘ideal city’ in europe.”.

Being listed as world heritage means that a property 

is considered to be of “outstanding universal value” 

(ouv), with its cultural and/or natural significance being 

“exceptional as to transcend national boundaries and to be 

of common importance for present and future generations of 

all humanity” (unesco, 2008). the property is nominated on 

the basis of three out of the six cultural criteria as defined 

in the operational guidelines for the implementation of the 

world heritage convention (unesco, 2008), namely: criteria 

(i), (ii), and (iv).

criterion (i) is to “represent a masterpiece of human creative 

genius.” which the canal district justifies by being a “new, 

large-scale ‘port city’ built around the medieval core of 

amsterdam” and “a masterpiece at once of hydraulic 

engineering, of town planning, and of a programme of 

architectural construction” (icomos, 2010).

criterion (ii) means to “exhibit an important interchange of 

human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area 

of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, 

monumental arts, town planning or landscape design.” the 

criterion is confirmed by icomos (2010) because the property 

is considered to be a testimony to a considerable exchange of 

ideas over a period of almost two centuries, with respect not 

only to civil engineering, town planning, and architecture but 

also in a series of technical, maritime, and cultural fields.

criterion (iv) is justified when the property is “an outstanding 

example of a type of building, architectural or technological 

ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant 

stage(s) in human history.” the canal district is considered 

an “outstanding type of built urban ensemble that required 

and illustrated a diverse range of expertise in hydraulics, civil 

engineering, town planning, and building and architectural 

techniques” (icomos, 2010).

1.2 Problem field

often, as in the case of the amsterdam canal district, world 

heritage properties are part of a larger dynamic urban 

environment. with ongoing urbanization globally and a 

growing list of properties inscribed on the world heritage 

list, cities containing world heritage have become an 

increasingly relevant phenomenon (pereira roders, 2010).  

these world heritage cities often face difficulties in 

reconciling conservation and development (unesco, 2011) 
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figure 2 | map indicating building consolidations on the herengracht, amsterdam
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building scale unchanged

consolidation line
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and they need to manage development without adversely 

affecting the “outstanding universal value” (ouv) of their 

cultural heritage, because “the permanent protection of this 

heritage is of the highest importance to the international 

community as a whole” (unesco, 2008). the challenge 

now set for amsterdam is protecting the ouv of the canal 

district while it remains a living part of a continuously 

evolving urban context. so, just as any other unesco world 

heritage property the evolution of the property should find an 

appropriate balance between development and the protection 

of cultural significance. the monitoring of this balance is done 

both by the world heritage committee and, more regularly, 

by the national and local stakeholders who should manage 

the property to prevent that such evolution would cause 

irreversible damage to the at-tributes conveying the ouv 

of the property. as the canal district was only inscribed on 

the world heritage list in november 2010, too short a time 

passed to evidence factors affecting the property only since 

its inscription. it is however possible to try to uncover past 

and current trends that possibly affect the property. 

identifying the ouv and the factors affecting the ouv of 

a world heritage property is a difficult task, however, it is 

the basis of a discussion on how to protect the unique value 

of the property for future generations. as with other world 

heritage properties, the ouv in amsterdam canal district is 

defined in terms of attributes, which are tangible or intangible 

elements conveying the characteristic values of the property. 

the research focused both on understanding how changes 

over time provide insight into the success and failures of 

conservation efforts and defining trends that have an impact 

on the ouv of the property. 

1.3 Specific problem field: Building consolidation

one of the factors assumed to currently affect the property 

is the unseen consolidation of canal houses behind the 

facade into larger scale building units. the occurrence of 

building consolidation can be explained by the following 

example: a series of buildings is at one point in time drawn 

on geographical records as separate buildings, separately 

outlined and indicated with separate street numbers. at a 

later moment in history these separate buildings are consoli-

dated and subsequently drawn on geographical records as a 

single building, with a single outline and often indicated by 

a single street number (figure 5). the exact nature of these 

building consolidations can vary: separate buildings could 

have been demolished and replaced with a single larger scale 

structure or in a series of buildings could be connected to 

each other by creating internal openings between the shared 

side or back walls of the buildings. the latter type of con-

solidation (by internal connection) covers about two thirds 

of consolidations found and was still found occurring in the 

recent past, thus currently raising a threat to the ouv of the 

property

the consolidation of buildings (figure 2) is a current topic of 

concern for local authorities involved and was mentioned 

often during interviews. the consolidations could affect 

important attributes of the property such as the exemplary 

town planning consisting of a regular building plot layout 

and the historic building typology of “single neck gabled 

house.” the phenomenon of building consolidation implies a 
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figure 3 | three scales of analysis used within the research
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general change to the scale of buildings in the property which 

directly affects the original layout of the urban structure, 

an important attribute of the property. this parcellation, 

making up the original layout of the urban structure divided 

into regular sized building plots, is important because it 

creates uniformity within the urban ensemble and was the 

foundation for the development of specific building types and 

architectural styles; as explained by icomos (2010): “the 

network of canals creates and defines the struc-ture of an 

urban landscape into regular plots, the basis for a vast new 

city forming a homogeneous ensemble”. as such, building 

consolidation is an imminent threat which needs to be 

researched further to understand how the local authorities 

can improve the management of development in their 

property in relation to those changes. the research identifies 

the nature of building consolidation and maps its occurrence 

over a period of time. the effects of building consolidation 

on other aspects of the architectural ensemble are uncovered 

by a comparative analysis, in order to find if other attributes 

(such as facade, function and typology) are possibly affected 

by the consolidation of buildings.

2 methodology

2.1 Theoretical starting point

the research takes the world heritage status of the 

amsterdam canal district and its statement of outstanding 

universal value (ouv) as point of departure. desk research 

uncovered the nature of the ouv of the property and was 

followed by fieldwork and mapping to analyse a set of 

attributes within the property that represent this ouv. 

within the desk research phase, a content analysis of the 

official unesco nomination documents for the amsterdam 

canal district revealed the set of attributes that convey the 

out-standing universal value of the property. the results of 

this content analysis were confirmed by interviews with 

stakeholders and filtered to provide a selection of attributes 

that represent the architectural characteristics of the canal 

district to further elaborate on in the fieldwork/mapping 

phase of the research. 

2.2 Content Analysis

documents used for the content analysis are the official 

unesco decision file (df), the advisory Body evaluation 

(aBe) as prepared by icomos and parts of the nomination 

file (nf) as prepared by national government. the attributes 

stated within these documents to represent the ouv of 

the property were identified, grouped and classified. these 

attributes are described by icomos (2010): “the main 

architectural characteristics are linked to a type of private 

house that was also focused on port trade… the facades 

are aligned and of similar dimensions… and along with the 

canals and the tree-lined embankments they form a very 

characteristic architectural ensemble and a reference urban 

landscape.” the attributes from the content analysis to be 

analysed further in the fieldwork/mapping phase are the 

ones that define this collective architectural characteristics 

of the property and include the following attributes: facades, 

streetscape composition, stylistic categories, silhouette, 

building scale, function, typology and roofscape.
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figure 4 | visual data used for streetscape and facade analysis over multiple time periods
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2.3 Fieldwork and mapping

 the herengracht, which comprises about one-third of the 

property and is one of the three main canals covering the 

full length of the property, was selected as study area.  the 

occurrence of building consolidation and the attributes (facade 

composition, function and typology) used to understand 

the effects of building consolidation are further detailed, 

interpreted and revealed within this defined context (figure 

2). the identified attributes are revealed within this part of 

the property (the herengracht) by fieldwork. this included 

mapping the visual changes to the property since 1770 and 

as far as data was available and mapping the changes behind 

the facade, both formally and programmatically. this mapping 

of changes to buildings over time con-firmed the occurrence 

of building consolidation, expected to be a main factor 

affecting the property by the local authorities. the mapping 

of building consolidation was then related to the mapping of 

other architectural attributes in order to study the impact of 

building consolidations on these attributes. this comparison 

is structured into three parts: comparison with 1) facade 

composition, 2) function and 3) typology. 

Building consolidation is analysed by comparing geographical 

maps at multiple times. this reveals the occurrence of building 

consolidation, as well as, the general changes to the general 

building scale and parcellation of the property over time

the attributes and the changes to these attributes are also 

mapped over time by using both fieldwork and archival 

research. facades are analysed by comparing architectural 

drawings and photographical evidence over time (figure 4). 

function is analysed by comparing archival data from multiple 

times and typology is analysed through a field survey of the 

current facades and an analysis of current aerial photos.

in addition, the analysis was conducted on three different 

scales (figure 3): a) the individual architectural unit: 

specifying the qualities assigned per building; b) Building 

block:  a  graphical representation per street segment and  

c) the herengracht as study area showing the overview data 

and positioning the data on within the complete study area. 

the analysis mediates between the three scales in order to 

connect individual qualities of attributes to their collective 

value and broader scale data.

as the study area only covers a part of the amsterdam 

canal district, the herengracht, further research is needed to 

present overall conclusions on the property. however, there 

is uniformity across the urban areas of the property thus 

isolating the study area is not expected to compro-mise the 

research or the reliability of the results.

3 results

the results presented evidence the increasing occurrence 

of building consolidation (3.1) and the effect of building 

consolidation on three selected attributes within the property: 

facade composition (3.2; 3.3), function (3.4; 3.5) and typology 

(3.6).

3.1 Building consolidation

the analysis of building consolidation compares data (figure 

5) from the 1876 municipal atlas (loman, 1876) with similar 

and current data from the municipality of amsterdam (2011). 
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figure 6 | case study indicating a building consolidation that incrementally expand over time

figure 5 | method of mapping building consolidation occurring between 1876 and 2011
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the results of this comparison indicate a high percentage of 

building consolidation between the two time periods and an 

average increase in building scale. the amount of individual 

buildings in the study area decreased from 610 buildings in 

1876 to 452 buildings covering the same area in 2011. this 

means that 26% of the original individual buildings were 

consolidated into larger buildings over this time period. the 

number of individual buildings consolidated into one single 

building varies between two and nine with an average of 

3.23 individual buildings from 1876 per consolidated group 

in 2011. the occurrence of consolidated buildings is equally 

spread over the study area (figure 2).

in depth studies (figure 6) were done on all the consolidated 

buildings within the herengracht by including geographical 

data from six additional dates between 1876 and 2011. it 

was found in all of these studies that the consolidation of 

buildings grew incrementally over time with various individual 

buildings added to a neighbouring consolidated group over 

time. the con-solidations grow steadily over time and at this 

point there are no explicit indications that consolidation was 

stimulated or discouraged at a certain period of time.

the data does indicate a trend that could be defined as an 

‘incremental consolidation process’ within the property. 

if continued, this trend will affect the ouv of the property 

further by its influence on parcelling. further, building 

consolidation is confirmed as a potential cause for changes 

to the other attributes such as facade composition, function 

(mixed use), and typology (dutch single dwelling). therefore, 

as explained in the following text, the changes to these at-

tributes are analysed in the research and related to building 

consolidations. 

3.2 Façade composition

the building facades of the canal district are of great 

importance to the visual character of the property, their 

typical scale and dimension create a uniform visual character 

within the property while the variety of styles reflect the rich 

history of the canal district.

the analysis of facades compared architectural data between 

1770 and 2011 and compared the number of individual facades 

found in both times, thus determining the average change in 

the scale of the facades in the study area. the amount of 

individual facades decreased from 582 in 1770 to 529 in 

2011, a general decrease of 9%. this decrease in amount of 

individual facades occur where a single, larger scale facade 

replace multiple smaller individual facades.

in depth studies were done that included data from additional 

dates between 1770 and 2011, it was found that data from 

1943 onwards show no changes to the scale of the facades 

(figure 4) which means that the changes previously noted 

between 1770 and 2011 all occurred before 1943, since then 

the general scale of facades remained unchanged.

3.3 Façade composition and building consolidation

a comparison between building scale and facade scale 

reveals that all occurrences of scale increase of building 

facades correspond to building consolidation behind the 

facades. however, the opposite does not apply; not all 
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building consolidation behind the facades causes a scale in-

crease on the facade itself. to clarify: when the 9% decrease 

in the amount of individual facades between 1770 to 2011 is 

compared to the 26% decrease in the amount of individual 

build-ings behind the facade over an even shorter amount of 

time (1876 to 2011), a clear discrepancy between the change 

of scale to the facade and the change of scale to buildings 

behind the facade becomes visible. this becomes even 

clearer when results from only 1943 until 2011 are compared. 

as previously stated, the amount of individual facades 

has remained unchanged since at least 1943, yet building 

consolidation behind the facade continued. thus, since 

the second half of the 20th century building consolidations 

behind the facades did not cause major changes to the scale 

of facades.

3.4 Function

the balance of residential and commercial functions in 

the canal district has always been im-portant and relates 

back to the development of the gabled house as “a type 

of building used both as a dwelling and for the family’s 

commercial operations” (icomos, 2010). the mapping of 

building function provides a basic overview of changes to 

the multi-functionality of buildings between 1958 and 2011. 

this analysis (figure 7) indicates whether a single building 

contains a residential function (a), a commercial function (c) 

or both (a+c). when comparing data between 1958 and 2011 

it was found that the percentage of mixed function buildings 

(a+c) within the total amount of buildings was 56% in the 

1958 and in 2011 the mixed function buildings make up only 

22% of the total amount of buildings. this data illustrates 

that the amount of multifunctional buildings decreased and 

that there is a general trend towards mono-functionality 

within individual buildings.

3.5 Function and building consolidation

the results of mapping functions revealed a decrease in 

the amount of buildings that contain mixed functions (both 

residential and commercial). this trend can be related to 

the changes of building scale to investigate the relationship 

between building consolidation and monofunction-ality 

within buildings. the functional change between 1958 and 

2011 indicate that amongst all buildings within the study 

area, 54% of buildings that contained a mixed function in 

1958 still contain a mixed function in 2011. when the same 

data is counted only within buildings that were consolidated 

in the past it is found that 36% of the consolidated buildings 

that contained a mixed function still contain a mixed function 

in 2011. thus the decrease of mixed functions within 

consolidated buildings is more significant than in buildings 

that have not been consolidated.

further, these changes from mixed function to single 

functions within consolidated buildings can be analysed to 

indicate how many of the consolidated buildings that became 

monofunctional changed to only residential functions and 

how many changed to only commercial func-tions. it was 

found that 46% of the changes lead to residential functions 

and 54% of changes lead to commercial functions. thus, 

building consolidation relates almost equally to residential 

and commercial functions.
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3.6 Typology and building consolidation

the “dutch single dwelling” is a specific building typology 

that was developed and established in the amsterdam canal 

district (icomos, 2010). this typical dutch single dwelling 

is defined by killiam (2006) as a building that has its own 

facade, its own roof and its own entrance. following this 

definition, the effect of building consolidation on typology 

could be analysed by comparing building scale with facade 

composition (3.2) and the mapping of two additional themes: 

roof structure and use of entrances. the combination of these 

three themes provides the basic set of criteria for the dutch 

single dwelling as building typology. the roof structure and 

use of entrances have only been mapped for the buildings 

which have been consolidated.  

when mapping (figure 8) the effect of building consolidation 

on these typological criteria, the occurrence of consolidated 

buildings is isolated and related to an analysis of the three 

typological criteria within the consolidated building: 1) the 

amount individual facades retained within the consolidated 

building, 2) the amount of individual entrances retained 

within the consoli-dated building, and 3) the amount of 

individual roof structures retained within the consolidated 

building. 

thus for example the state of a consolidated building group is 

tested against the typological criteria (1: entrance, 2: facade, 

3: roof), to see whether the consolidated group retained 

(after consolidation) the individual qualities of the original 

buildings, namely having its own/individual entrance, its 

own/individual facade and its own/individual roof. Building 

consolidation could affect none, one, two or all three of the 

typological criteria.

of the individual buildings in 1876 that were subsequently 

involved in a building consolida-tion, analysis of the 3 criteria 

in 2011 reveal the following: 18% of buildings lost the quality 

of having its own/individual entrance after consolidation, 

32% of buildings lost the quality of having its own/individual 

facade after consolidation and 50% of buildings lost the quality 

of having its own/individual roof after consolidation. if these 

three criteria are overlapped, a total 82% of all consolidated 

buildings were affected in terms of at least one of the three 

criteria. thus we can conclude that building consolidation, 

in a high percentage of cases, affected the historic building 

typology within the canal district. considering the fact that 

32% of the facades was affected (a change indicating a new 

building) and considering the high percentage of affected 

roofs (50%), we can conclude that consolidation have 

caused major structural changes to the buildings of the canal 

district. as previously indicated (3.2), the mapping of facade 

composition shows that the facades did not undergo major 

changes since the 1943 mapping, thus the effect of building 

consolidation on criteria 2 of typology (individual facade) is 

not a current trend. however, the evidence shows the effect 

of building consolidation on the other two typological crite-ria 

(individual entrance and individual roof) occurred throughout 

the second half of the 20th century and the consolidation of 

buildings is an ongoing concern.
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4 conclusion & discussion

4.1 Summary

the results presented in this paper contribute to a better 

understanding of the effect of building consolidation by 

describing the occurrence of it and uncovering the effects 

that consolida-tion has on other attributes found within the 

canal district’s architectural ensemble. the main results 

show the extent and nature of scale increase due to building 

consolidation. moreover, they reveal the relationship 

between building consolidation other trends such as 1) the 

transformation of building facades, 2) the trend towards 

monofunctionality within buildings and 3) the de-crease 

in buildings that correspond to the canal district’s historic 

building typology.

4.2 Effects on OUV

the amsterdam canal district was only inscribed on the 

world heritage list in 2010. therefore the research does not 

attempt a comparison between the inscription date of 2010 

and the current state of conservation but rather between the 

current state of conservation and earlier dates as discussed 

for each part of the research.

to relate the results of the research back to earlier periods was 

necessary to explain the effects that building consolidation 

had and has on the attributes that represent the ouv of the 

property.

Building consolidation caused dramatic change to the scale 

of individual buildings and the uniformity of building sizes in 

the urban ensemble since at least 1876. these changes mark 

a decrease in the integrity of the original layout of building 

plots (parcellation), an important feature of amsterdam’s 

urban layout.

a decrease of buildings that contain mixed functions indicate 

a decrease of integrity of the functional composition of 

buildings. the typical dutch single dwelling or amsterdam 

canal house as building typology is an important attribute of 

the ouv of the property, the results of the research show that 

the typological integrity of buildings are affected by building 

consolidation in multiple ways. the high occurrence of cases 

where the building typology was affected by changes to the 

roof structures of buildings also leads to further questions 

regarding the integrity of the property’s roofscape and the 

structural authenticity and integrity of individual build-ings.

4.3 Discussion

the trend in the 20th century - that consolidation cause 

dramatic changes to the buildings on the herengracht which 

are often unnoticed from the streets - should be of concern. 

attributes are being affected and this tension between 

façade appearance and underlying attributes could even 

increase in the future due to the fact that that the monument 

status of buildings within the property protects the façade 

from dramatic visual changes and the historic facades are 

valued by investors and property owners. further, economic 

and development pressure increasingly demand for dramatic 

changes to building structures behind the facades and 

developers seek larger floor areas that lead to a demand for 

building consolidation and interior reconstruction. Building 
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consolidation, if not executed with respect to the typology 

of the buildings, threaten the basic historic character of 

amsterdam by leading towards modern, larger scale and 

mono-functional urban buildings. in addition, it may lead 

to façadism and musealization, both general threats often 

mentioned in other cases of the heritage management of 

historic centers (yang, 2003). 

however, this of course does not mean all larger-scale 

buildings should now be replaced with the original typology. 

to achieve the goal of protecting and enhancing ouv instead 

of threatening or damaging it, these pressures for change 

within the property should be managed by limiting the impact 

of consolidated buildings and future consolidation on other 

attributes such as typology. this could be done by locating 

larger functions within already consolidated buildings. 

further, research on the building construction and interior in 

relation to parceling and typology could help clarifying the 

impact of consolidation. this could also help amsterdam 

authorities to create strategies for its mitigation.

as stated before, building consolidation, as a threat to the 

significance of the property, is cur-rently under discussion 

within the amsterdam municipality; however, so far, it hadn’t 

been proven with facts. the fact that policy has to allow for the 

city to change and evolve means that amsterdam municipality 

needs to discern areas of significance from areas where such 

changes will do no harm to the cultural significance.. thus, 

to manage ouv, in addition to policy, fur-ther research is 

highly recommended to help uncover the attributes within the 

property and as-sess the affecting changes through periodic 

monitoring. with such information, amsterdam municipality 

can, together with the other stakeholders, make informed 

decisions which will place them closer to achieve the goal 

of a sustainable balance between world heritage and de-

velopment.
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